
My Sea Friends Book 
 

PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE STARTING PROJECT. 
SUPPLIES: 
Fabric of your choice for front and back 
Threads of your choice 
Tear-a-way or Water soluble stabilizer(this works well so you don’t have any 
fuzzies around the edges) 
Cotton Batting(optional) 
 
Color 1 – placement stitch 
After stitching placement stitch, place cotton batting & fabric over top of 
stitching. Pictured Below 

     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Color 2 – tack down fabric & batting to stabilizer. 

 
 
Remove hoop from machine and trim around stitching being careful no to cut threads.    
Return hoop to machine. 

 
Color 3 – zig-zag stitch over edges. 

 NEXT- follow color changes for each design and then refer to rest of 
directions.   
After stitching design there are 3 color changes left. 



 You will need to remove the hoop and cut the bobbin thread so you can slide your back fabric 
under hoop, make sure right side is facing down. 
  Then stitch the 3rd from last color-this will stitch the back to the hoop. 

    
Remove hoop and trim away fabric close to stitching and trim inside the 
circles like pictured below return hoop to machine and stitch last 2 colors to 
finish. 

    
After stitching all pages string ribbon thru holes and tie together. 
 

 
 



Color Change Chart 
Color chart is only suggested colors, be creative and use what you like! 

Front 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-my word 
Cc05-sea word 
Cc06-friends word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc07-tack down back 
Cc08-zig-zag edges 
Cc09-satin finish stitch 
 
Crab 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-face 
Cc05-legs 
Cc06-arms 
Cc07-claws 
Cc08-center claw 
Cc09-chell edge 
Cc10-chell 
Cc11-top chell 
Cc12-claw band 
Cc13-eyes 
Cc14-eyes 
Cc15-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc16-tack down back 
Cc17-zig-zag edges 
Cc18-satin finish stitch 
 
 
 



Dolphin 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-body 
Cc05-belly 
Cc06-fins 
Cc07-spots 
Cc08-eye, mouth 
Cc09-top back 
Cc10-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc11-tack down back 
Cc12-zig-zag edges 
Cc13-satin finish stitch 
 
Fish 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-fins 
Cc05-fins 
Cc06-body 
Cc07-body 
Cc08-face 
Cc09-outer fins 
Cc10-eye 
Cc11-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc12-tack down back 
Cc13-zig-zag edges 
Cc14-satin finish stitch 
 
 
 
 
 



Octopus 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-lt pink-little cups 
Cc05-light-body 
Cc06-med-body 
Cc07-dark-body 
Cc08-black-eye 
Cc09-light body color-arm 
Cc10-dk pink-center cups 
Cc11-pink-mouth 
Cc12-white-eye 
Cc13-yellow-star dots 
Cc14-orange-star 
Cc15-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc16-tack down back 
Cc17-zig-zag edges 
Cc18-satin finish stitch 
 
Sea Lion 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-light-body 
Cc05-very light-top body 
Cc06-med-fin 
Cc07-red-noise 
Cc08-dk body-fin 
Cc09-black-eyes 
Cc10-white 
Cc11-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc12-tack down back 
Cc13-zig-zag edges 
Cc14-satin finish stitch 



Sea Pony 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-word 
Cc05-yellow-fin 
Cc06-dk yellow-fin 
Cc07-body 
Cc08-dk blue-fin 
Cc09-med blue-fin 
Cc10-lt blue-fin 
Cc11-very light-fin 
Cc12-dk brown-eyes 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc13-tack down back 
Cc14-zig-zag edges 
Cc15-satin finish stitch 
 
Shamu 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-med blue color-body 
Cc05-black-eyes 
Cc06-light blue color-top body 
Cc07-white-body 
Cc08-dk blue color-body 
Cc09-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc10-tack down back 
Cc11-zig-zag edges 
Cc12-satin finish stitch 
 
 
 
 
 



Turtle 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-red 
Cc05-yellow 
Cc06-lt mint green 
Cc07-dk mint green 
Cc08-red 
Cc09-gold 
Cc10-green 
Cc11-lt pink 
Cc12-dk pink 
Cc13-blue 
Cc14-black 
Cc15white 
Cc16-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 
Cc17-tack down back 
Cc18-zig-zag edges 
Cc19-satin finish stitch 
 
Whale 
CC01-placement stitch 
Cc02-tack down stitch 
Cc03-zig-zag edges 
Cc04-white 
Cc05-med blue-body 
Cc06-lt blue-top body 
Cc07-blue-fins 
Cc08-white-water 
Cc09-lt grey-water 
Cc10-very lt blue-water 
Cc11-black-eye 
Cc12-white-eye 
Cc13-word 
Place backing fabric in place and stitch next cc. 



Cc14-tack down back 
Cc15-zig-zag edges 
Cc16-satin finish stitch 
 
Hope you enjoy making the book! 
Bonnie 
 
 


